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T oday’s revolution in beer originates in the rediscovery 
of classic beer styles and the emergence of new styles. 
The sheer diversity in profiles lies at the heart of the 

explosion in new breweries and the renewed interest in old 
breweries.

While most styles have their moment in history, the demo-
cratic nature of brewing allows brewers and the public to chal-
lenge style definitions, producing a continual evolution of some 
styles and emergence or extinction of others.

Top Fermentation Styles: The Ales

Pale ale. The classic ale, pale ales have a pale to copper color 
with a fruity /flowery nose. They tend to finish bitter with traces 
of malt.

Brown ale. Brown ales are considered working class beers in 
England, but are taking off in the States, no doubt because of 
their amber/brown color, slight sweet beginning and cola finish.

India pale ale. An historical artefact, India pale ales emerged 
from the need for quality preservation during long voyages. This 
resulted in a copper-colored, big-bodied, strongly bitter, rich ale 
with pronounced alcohol.

Scottish ale. The climate and relative isolation of Scotland led 
to a well-rounded, big malty beer with negligible hop flavor.

Porter. A very romantic style, porters harken back to pre-
industrial England. Dark brown with ruby highlights and a slight 
malty nose, porters have a medium, slightly chewy body with a 
clean, quick finish.

Stout. Having descended from porters, stouts are darker in 
color, almost black. Ranging from dry to sweet, these medium 
body beers start with a toffee, espresso profile and most finish 
with a gristy dryness.

Bottom Fermentation Styles: The Lagers

Light lager. Believed to represent 95 percent of the beer sold in 
the world, these lagers are light yellow in color, highly carbon-
ated and vaguely bitter in the finish. They are noted for being 
clean, cold, refreshing and drinkable.

Pilsener (or Pilsner). Born in the 1840s, the grandfather to 
light lagers, pilseners appealled to the eye as well as the palate. 
Deep golden in color, with floral aroma, soft mouthfeel, and 
long dry finish, pilseners are a multi-occasion beer.

Vienna. Similar to Märzen, and the abused Oktoberfest “style” 
(not a style at all, but the term for the beer served at festivals, 
and legally reserved for the six breweries of Munich), Viennas 

are the forefather of all amber beers, with their rich ruby color, 
malty beginning and dry finish.

Bock. Not what was left in the vats from the winter, but a beau-
tiful spring beer with quite a goat’s kick. The basic style (there’s 
maibock, helles bock and doppelbock) has a brown/ruby color, 
strong malt aroma with rich medium body and bitterness for 
balance only.

Dunkel. The original dark lagers, dunkels predate the beautiful 
golden pilsener with their brooding dark color, and malt notes 
in the profile. Dunkels are complex with slight sweetness and 
balancing bitterness.

Wheat Beers

American wheat. A lighter, more carbonated ale, golden in 
color with a light, dry finish. American wheats focus on refresh-
ment and are attracting new converts to specialty beers.

Berliner weisse. Extremely light and highly carbonated, this 
weisse beer is highly acidic, and some drinkers choose to add 
their own syrups. Best tasted at sidewalk cafes in Northern 
Germany.

Bavarian weisse. One of the fastest growing styles, the weisse 
beer usually has sediment (hefe-weizen) with obvious citrus, 
clove or nutmeg characteristics.

Hybrid Fermentation Styles: Blending Brewing 
Techniques

Alt. A German ale noted for its copper color and wine-like taste.

Kölsch. The legal name used only for beers of made in Cologne, 
kölsch is pale gold, low in hop flavor and aroma with  
a dry finish.

Cream Ale. Uniquely American, cream ales combine warm fer-
mentation with cold lagering, producing a fruity, clean, dry flavor.

Specialty Beer Styles: Unusual Ingredients

Lambic. Spontaneously fermented beers from Belgium, where 
the yeast is not manually added but allowed to drift in from the 
surrounding countryside—probably the oldest brewing method 
still practiced. Lambics complex flavors can be enhanced by 
the blending together of different aged beers. Lambics are also 
combined with fruit such as raspberries (framboise) or cherries 
(kriek) for sweeter beers that retain lambic’s underlying wild 
character.

Smoke beers. From Scottish ales to Bamberg rauch biers, 
smoke-flavored styles are as provocative as they are curious. 
The addition of smoked malt (for example, peat or beachwood-
smoked) adds a level of complexity.

Trappist. Only seven monastic breweries can use this appel-
lation, six in Belgium and one in Holland. Top fermented with 
multiple fermentations, Trappist ales are united by rich, com-
plex, yeasty flavors; deep auburn colors and big satisfying flavor.

BEER EDUCATION

A Sample of 
Classic Beer Styles
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Abbey brewery. Founded by monasteries in France, 
Belgium and Switzerland, abbey breweries are still sometimes 
on the original site, but most often are names licensed to a 
commercial brewery. Generally traditional recipes are used.

Adjunct. Unmalted grain, such as rice, corn, maize and 
wheat used in addition to malted barley to make a beer. They 
tend to stabilize and lighten the flavor of a beer.

Alcohol. An intoxicating by-product of fermentation, the 
process by which yeast acts on the sugars in the malt. Alcohol 
content is expressed as a percentage of the volume or weight.

Ale. One of the two major families of beers, produced by 
yeast strains that operate at warm temperatures, and at the top 
of the brewing vessel (hence, “top-fermented”). Quick fermen-
tation at relatively warm temperatures produces typical fruity 
and spicy notes in ales. The traditional beer styles in England 
and Belgium, although lager-loving Germany also produces 
some spectacular ales.

Aroma. The particular combination of smells from malt, 
hops, yeast and any unusual or distinctive characteristics in 
the beer.

Barrel. One U.S. barrel equals 31 gallons.

Bitter. One of the British ales almost exclusively served on 
draft in pubs.

Black patent malt. Malted barley roasted at high tem-
peratures, black patent malt gives a darker color to the beer.

Body. The particular viscosity of a beer is described as full-
bodied, medium-bodied, or light-bodied, depending on the 
sense of “thickness” or “thinness” in your mouth. Also called 
“mouthfeel.”

Bottom-fermenting yeast or lager yeast.  The 
yeast used to make lagers is active—it ferments—at colder 
temperatures and on the bottom of the fermentation vessel.

Bouquet. The collection of smells, usually floral and spicy, that 
a drinker smells before tasting the beer. Produced by the combina-
tion of malt, hops, yeast, and other additives such as fruit.

Brewpub. A bar, restaurant or tavern that makes its own 
beer on the premises and rarely distributes it to other venues. 
Considered the earliest form of commercial brewing.

Caramel malt. A sweet, coppery malt, caramel or crystal 
malt imparts both color and flavor to beer. Caramel malt has a  
high concentration of unfermentable sugars that sweeten the 
beer, contributing to head retention.

Cask conditioned. The essence of the real ale revolu-
tion in England, cask conditioning an ale delivers a beer that 
is still alive and evolving with delicate complex flavors. Very 
sensitive, it requires the ministrations of a talented brewer and 
cellarman.

Continuous brewing. Most major breweries use con-
tinuous brewing, whereby beer is constantly moving through 
the brewing stages, as opposed to single batches being made 
independent of each other.

Contract brewer. Companies that hire a brewery to 
make beer to their specifications are called contract brewers. 
Some companies provide staff to oversee the brewing of their 
beer; others provide only the recipe to the brewery.

Craft beer. A controversial term, it generally refers to 
beers brewed in traditional styles, without adjuncts or chemi-
cals, made in small batches by small brewing companies.

Esters. Esters are chemical compounds that result from the 
interaction of acids and alcohol, causing fruity flavors and aro-
mas, such as banana, blueberry and pear, that intentionally or 
unintentionally occur in some beers.

Fermentation. The process of producing alcohol and car-
bon dioxide through the actions of yeast on sugars.

Fining. A process of producing a “bright” beer by clearing 
the beer of unwanted haze through the addition of ingredients 
such as isinglass or Irish moss, which takes particles out of the 
solution.

High gravity brewing. Now used by some microbrew-
eries, high gravity brewing means making concentrated wort 
and diluting it with water. It’s an economical way to make 
more beer with less equipment.

Homebrew. Beer made at home. Conservative estimates 
have over two million Americans homebrewing.

Hops. One of the four principal ingredients in beer, hops 
are flowers from the vine Humulus lupulus, added to beer as a 
preservative, bittering agent and aromatic.

Hydrometer. A thermometer-like device used to measure 
the gravity, or proportion of alcohol to water, of beer.

Keg. A vessel for serving beer in large quantities, varying in 
size from five to 10 gallons.

Kraeusening. A German technique for adding fresh, 
young beer to a fully fermented batch, kraeusening is expen-
sive and complex but adds character to lagers.

BEER EDUCATION

Glossary of Beer Terms
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Lager. One of the two major families of beers, produced by yeast 
strains that operate at cooler temperatures, and at the bottom of 
the brewing vessel (hence, “bottom-fermented”). Longer fermenta-
tion at relatively cool temperatures produces beers that are typi-
cally clean and free of side flavors. The traditional beer styles in 
Germany and central Europe.

Malt extract. Malt extract, either a powder or syrup, results 
from evaporating excess water from mashed malted barley.

Malted barley. The basis of beer, malted barley results from 
sprouting and germinating barley for optimum starch content.

Mashing. The preparation of the wort or liquid base of beer, 
mashing converts starches to sugars by heating malted barley with 
water.

Microbrewery. Defined by industry associations as a brewery 
that produces less than 15,000 barrels a year (105,000 cases).

Mouthfeel. A sensory way of evaluating the body of a beer, 
mouthfeel describes the texture of beer on the palate ranging from 
full to light.

Primary fermentation. After pitching the yeast (adding the 
yeast to the wort) and during the first five days on average, fermen-
tation converts the sugars to alcohol, and produces carbonation in 
the process of this conversion.

Pint. In the United States, a pint contains sixteen ounces. 
However, in England it means a serving that is 20 ounces.

Priming. Priming is the process of adding sugar to the brew at 
the beginning of the secondary fermentation, creating carbonation.

Secondary fermentation. The final stage of the fermenta-
tion, that can last from three weeks to three years, depending on 
the beer style.

Shelf life. Describes the number of days, usually a maximum 
of four months for commercially produced beers, that a beer will 
retain its peak drinkability.

Stealth microbrewery. A recent, and tongue-in-cheek term 
(also “faux micro”), this refers to a large brewery that creates a 
brand name which suggests a small brewery under which it mar-
kets specialty beers.

Specialty brewery. The majority of the beer produced in the 
world fits loosely into the so-called international lager style. The 
other 60-plus styles are termed specialty beers. Specialty breweries 
concentrate on these styles.

Top-fermenting yeast or ale yeast. A style of yeast that 
works at room or warm temperatures and ferments at the top of 
the beer.

Wort. The sweet liquid derived from heating the malted barley 
with water and hops. Wort is the beginning of all beers.

Yeast. Living micro-organisms that convert sugars to alcohol 
and carbon dioxide.

Zymurgy. The art and process of fermentation.
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T here is a world of difference 
between appreciating beer and 
guzzling beer. The alcohol 

content of beer generally ranges from 3 
percent to about 8 percent by volume, 
with most beers at around 4 to 5 per-
cent. As with the other four principal 
ingredients in beer, alcohol also has its 
characteristics. Whether it’s taking the 
edge off a day at the office, complement-
ing a well-cooked meal or contributing 
to pleasant company, alcohol can add to 
life’s pleasures.

However, an excess of alcohol has 
destructive effects. For individuals who 
consume alcoholic beverages abusively, 

the negative impacts range from painful 
hangovers to anti-social and dangerous 
behavior. For society, it can result in 
extensive damage to lives and property.

Faced with the failure of individuals to 
moderate their own behavior, this country 
is increasingly turning to the courts to 
seek redress for alcohol-related harm done 
to communities. In effect, these individu-
als who consume or serve alcohol without 
regard for its consequences have broken 
a social contract to protect others from 
excess. At the heart of individual responsi-
bility is respect for this social contract.

While blood alcohol content (BAC) is 
a precise measure, the rate at which alco-

hol enters your bloodstream varies. Food 
in the stomach, higher body weight and 
low fat ratios slow the absorption rate 
down. Taking drugs, legal (cold medicine, 
for example) or illegal, can adversely 
affect tolerance, as can mental state. 
The spacing of drinks, taking time out 
or drinking alternative beverages, slows 
alcohol absorption.

Recognizing your own reactions to 
alcohol and knowing when you are near-
ing the line between responsible and irre-
sponsible behavior are absolutely indis-
pensable to honor the social contract, 
and to enjoy a fine beer. 

                         —Julie Johnson

BEER EDUCATION

The Responsibility of Beer

The only full service Hilton branded hotel in Downtown Raleigh
raleigh brownstone – university

Introducing the
Doubletree by hilton

Gorgeous new guestrooms, reception space for 500, close to everything!
1707 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh NC 27605

www.brownstonehotel.com
919-828-0811
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How Much is  
Too Much to Drink  
if You’re Driving

A ny alcohol you drink can be detected in 
your blood, and chemical tests can deter-
mine your blood alcohol concentration 

(BAC). For example, five parts of alcohol in 10,000 
parts of blood is shown as 0.05 percent BAC.

Drinking any amount of alcohol can impair your 
ability to drive. A driver with a BAC between 0.05 and 
0.07 percent is presumed to be driving while his abil-
ity to drive is impaired (DWI). A driver with a BAC of 
0.08 percent or more is presumed to be driving under 
the influence (DUI). Both DWI and DUI convictions 
can mean penalties including jail, fines, public service 
and loss of your driving license.

Know your limit. Your life, and the lives of  
others, depends on it.
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W hat happens when the ingredients of 
beer—malted barley (malt), water, 
yeast and hops—are combined? Let’s 

take a virtual tour through a brewery and see. 
Whether you visit a giant like Anheuser Busch, or 
your local brewpub, the steps are more or less the 
same.

The first ingredient, malted barley, would 
make a perfectly respectable breakfast cereal: 
crunchy, bready, slightly sweet. The brewer mills 
the malt, cracking the grains between rollers to 
expose more surface area. Then, just as tea leaves 
or coffee grounds are steeped in water to extract 
their flavors, the malt is heated with water in a 
large kettle called a “mash tun.” The hot water 
pulls the sugars from the malt into a solution 
known as “sweet liquor.”

The brewer rinses the malt (“sparging”) and strains it 
to get the last of the sugars into solution. The malt is now 
“spent grain,” useless for beer, but still good for baking, or for 
animal feed.

The sweet liquor is piped into the next large tank in the 
brewery, the brew kettle. Here, hops—green, cone-like flow-
er—are added and boiled with the liquor. Hops added early in 
the process preserve the beer and add welcome bitterness to 
balance the sweetness of malt; a dose of hops at the very end 
adds the flowery aroma we prize in many beers. The new stew 
of malt sugars, hop flavors and water is called “wort.”

The Magic of Fermentation
Cooled to the right temperature, and chock full of sugar, wort 
is the perfect diet for yeast, the uni-cellular organisms that 
do the work of fermentation. The yeast is pitched in and goes 
ingesting sugar and making more yeast. But the brewer isn’t 
interested in yeast propagation, but in the by-products of the 
process: when yeast consume sugars, they release carbon  
dioxide and alcohol, as well as the interesting extra fruity or 
spicy flavors we associate with beer.

After a while, the food runs low, and the increasingly  
alcoholic atmosphere becomes unfriendly: the yeast slow 
down, or even die. Fermentation is complete.

The “green” beer is transferred to conditioning tanks to 
age. If the beer is an ale—a beer produced by a yeast that 
works at relatively warm temperatures—it can be ready to 
drink within days. If it is a lager, produced by a yeast that 
works at lower temperatures, it will need conditioning (“lager-
ing”) at a cooler temperature for several weeks or longer.

At this point, the beer is almost ready for you. In a  
brewpub, you can order beer from serving tanks adjacent to 
the fermentation tanks—as fresh as beer can be. A distributing 
brewery puts its beer into bottles or kegs at this stage, either 
bubbling with the natural CO2 the yeast releases into the brew, 
or with the carbonation augmented in the beer or at the point 
of dispense. Either way, you should end up with a glass of fresh 
beer, packed with complex aroma and flavor.

Take a moment to gaze through the golden, amber or mid-
night liquid. Its elements have been soaked, warmed, germi-
nated, toasted, milled, steeped, boiled, cooled, fermented, fla-
vored, aged, gassed, and chilled. Four simple ingredients have 
been through a lot to make that simple glass of beer. Enjoy it!

—Julie Johnson

BEER EDUCATION

How Beer is Made



How to Choose a 
Beer You’ll Enjoy

BEER EDUCATION

P erhaps you’re attending your first 
beer festival. You enjoy beer, but 
you’ve never wandered far beyond 

mainstream lagers. Suddenly, here at over 
300 beers, falling into as many as 70 styles. 
How do you decide where to start?

Or perhaps you love beer in all its 
diversity, but your companion doesn’t  
particularly care for the beverage most 
often associated with beer—the interna-
tional pale lager style that makes up 90 
percent of all beer sold. How can you guide 
your companion to new flavor discoveries?

Sometimes it helps to identify the  
other flavors you enjoy, and then seek out 
a beer style that has some of the same 
characteristics.

If you enjoy: Try these beer styles:

Coffee, chocolate  Stouts and porters
Sauvignon blanc,  Kriek (cherry) lambic
other acidic white wines
Chardonnay, toasty whites Authentic hefeweizen, dunkel
Lighter red wines Biere de garde
Bold, fruit-forward red wines Russian imperial stout
Champagne Belgian wit beer
Port Barley wine
Gin and tonic India pale ale
Bourbon Belgian dubbles, doppelbock
Milk shake Milk stout

Thousands of beer reviews.

Today’s beer news.

The best beer writers.

The hottest brewers.

Over ten years of magazine archives.

And much, much more at:
Find us on social media!

        

Quench your thirst daily!

www.allaboutbeer.com
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T here is a difference between drinking beer, which 
is a wonderful pastime, and tasting beer, which is a 
more focused approach to learning about what you 

like and why. By taking the time to observe and talk about 
the beer you’re tasting, you can appreciate its complexity. 
You’ll also know how to find other beers you’ll enjoy, wher-
ever you go.

Steps in tasting a beer:
First, look at the beer. What color is it? Is it clear or cloudy? 
Some styles are meant to be hazy, but most are not. Look 
at the foam: every style throws a characteristic head, some 
scanty, some huge and rocky.

Next, smell the beer. Aroma is half of taste (this is the 
best reason to drink out of a glass, and not from a can or 
bottle). Look for bready, caramel notes—these hint at a malt-
accented beer. Or is the aroma floral, grassy or citrussy? 
These may come from the hops.

Sip the beer. Beers vary in viscosity—what beer lover call 
“mouthfeel.” Is it thick or thin in your mouth? Then appreciate 
the changing flavor in the beer. You may detect sweet, candy-
like, caramel, fruity, yeasty or spicy flavors. Or you may be 
reminded of toast, cloves, fresh apples or orange marmalade. 
Other flavor notes take over once you swallow the beer.

Taste is very subjective and individual; so feel free to iden-
tify the flavors in any way that makes sense to you? Bananas? 
Soy sauce? Birthday cake? If that’s what you sense, it’s correct.

A note about sequences:
Everything we taste affects whatever we put in our mouths 
next, so bear in mind that every beer you sample will be affect-
ed by the previous sample. The best plan is to start with beers 
that are lighter in character, and work up to heavier beers, so 
as not to overwhelm the more delicate beers. Or pause, have 
some water, and eat something neutral—pretzels can’t be beat!

—Julie Johnson

BEER EDUCATION

Tasting Beer, and the Importance of Beer Sequence
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Pairing Beer and Food

B eer isn’t just for brats and pizza anymore. With the 
proliferation of beer styles that are widely available, 
there really is a beer that can complement any food 

at all. In fact, some beer lovers will insist that beer is a bet-
ter companion for beer than wine, and it’s certainly true that 
certain foods that are awkward partners with wine find their 
perfect match with the right beer.

There are no hard and fast rules for pairing beer and food, 
but here are some useful guidelines.

Try to match intensities. A very robust beer will overwhelm 
a delicate food.

Look for a flavor “hook.” Brooklyn Brewmaster Garrett 
Oliver used this concept to identify the dominant component 
in a food, and match it with a complementary hook in a beer. 
For example, many roasted or sautéed foods develop sweet, 
caramelized flavors. A beer with caramel notes, such as a dun-
kel, will underscore these flavors.

Or, find an 
exciting contrast. 
When serving a 
very rich food, 
pair it with a 
beer that will cut 
through the oili-
ness and refresh 
the palate. For 
example, offset 
the intense, oily 
character of grilled salmon by pairing it with an assertively bit-
ter India pale ale.

Desserts and sweeter beers can be wonderful companions. 
Chocolate desserts and stout are a natural pairing, or try a 
creamy dessert with a porter (complement) or a fruited lambic 
(contrast).                                                        —Julie Johnson

Bring your World Beer Festival  
experience to a deeper level  
with the official  
Beer Fest App!

Download now and:

1.) Plan your day at Beer Fest! 
Search the full list of breweries 
pouring during the sessions, and 
their beers.

2.) Track the beers! Discover the spe-
cial releases and familiar favorites 
pouring from the taps.

3.) Rate each beer and find local 
retailers that are stocking your 
new favorites.

4.) Learn more about beer – see full 
schedule of educational events 
happening at Beer Fest

5.) Take notes in your beer journal to 
remember your day of sampling 
and share with your friends.

Download our official Beer Fest app and 
experience the festival like never before!




